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Colorado State University was awarded a grant by the Office of 
Water Resources Research to study "Metropolitan Water Intelligence 
Systems." The purpose of the study is to develop criteria and rationale 
for the establishment of centralized metropolitan water intelligence 
systems in urbanized and urbanizing areas. 
The project consists of three Planned Phases each lasting approximately 
one year; this report was prepared in Phase I. During Phase I primary 
attention was focused on real-time automation and control facilities 
for combined sewers. Basic objectives of Phase I were to: 
1. Investigate and describe modr,rn aL,tomation and control 
systems for the operation of i.:.rban wat er facilities with 
emphasis on comb ined sewer ~)ystems. 
2. Develop cr iteria for mandgers, planne r s , and designers 
to use in the con3 ideration and developme nt of 
centralized automrttion and control systems for the 
opera tion·of comb i ned sewer systems . 
3. Study the feasibility, bo th technical ano. social, o f 
autoillation and <.Ontrol systems for urban water facilities 
with emphasis on co;1>binecl sewer systems . 
Phas12 I of the research effo:.:t cons:i st.eel of t:en tasks . Task /1 il;-1s 
:is its objecti ve the cle'!elop;r:e:1l of a Renl-Ti:11e Autorwt.ion ,rnd Co1~t r:o l 
Systcr:1 (RT,\CS) i110c1cl_, whlc:1 \·:ill be uscJ ;::s a tonl tc nptir.1.iz ~ a scl~~cted 
ruDl wo rl,~ sys tcm . 
... Li-
.n.~rco TTY COLORADO STATE Ul"ll 'f '-"'' 
In effect the objective of Task 4 is to forillulate and develop 
the corr:ponents of an RTACS model , wh i ch includes t he physical system, 
the cont rol al gorit hm including t he control logic and any necessary 
prediction models, and the interfaces between them . To demonstrate 
the usefulness of an RTACS model, the control logic is to be developed 
in detail for a reasonable cont rol objective and assumed physical system. 
The effects of errors, including sensing errors, model errors, and 
control errors, is to be examined to demonstrate how one would optimize 
the overall system. In summary, the objective is to demonstrate the 
feasibility of an au t omated control system as well as develop the 
principles for de t ermining the "best" system arrangement. 
Existing physical system models are used. The one developed for 
FWQA by a Triumvirate headed by Me tcalf and Eddy is used to provide 
input to the control algorithm and as the system to be controlled. 
This report was s upported by OWRR grant number 14-31-0001-3410, 
Title II, Proj ect No. C-2207, from f un ds provided by the United Stc:.tes 
Denartment of Interior as authorized under the Water Resources Act of 
1964, Public Law 88-379, as amended . 
* * •'< * * 
Maurice L. Albertson and George L. Smith are principal investigators 
and L . Scott Tucker is project manager. 
The following technical reports were preparetl during Ptase I cf 
r-he CSU-0\-JRR project, .1etrop0li tan \foter Intcllj gence Sys tems. Copies 
may be obtained for $3. 00 from the National Technical lnt0n:ation Service , 
U. s. Departrr1ent of Cornnic rce , Sprjnr,field, VA 22151, (\·Jlie n orcc Linr,, 
w,c the report title nnd th e iJL·ntiryin1'. number notcJ wr c.:.ich H . ,'01L .) 
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I. PURPOSE, SCOPE AND METHODOLOGY 
PURPOSE 
The primary purpose of Task 4 is to develop and formulate a model 
of a real time automation and control system (RTACS) in order to test 
the importance and relationship of various components to one another. 
In the prototype an RTACS consists of the following basic components: 
physical system, sensing elements, control data processor, runoff 
model physical system, control program, data bank and control 
elements. The relationship of the components is shown in Figure 1.1. 
SCOPE 
In developing a model of an RTACS, the physical system is represented 
by the FWQA model. Rainfall data can be used ia conjunction with a 
rainfall-runoff model to predict flows at cert.ain points in a system, 
and a control program can be developed to direct the operation of the 
flow control devices. The operation of the physical system model and 
control program requires a central processor, which in this case will be 
the CSU computer -- a CDC 6400 unit. The feedback between the various 
components i nitially will be accomplished manually, i.e., data from one 
section will be fed into another and so on. 
The RTACS mo del is to be used to examine such items as spatia l and 
tempora l r equir ements of sensing e lements, ef fe ct of da t a erro rs on 
effective oper a tion of t he system, adequa cy of the overall system, an d 
degree of sophistication necess ary for the phys ical s ystem mode l with 
resp ect to the effect i ve operation of t he s ystem. 
Sensing 
EI ements 
Figure 1. l 
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• :ETEODOLnGY 
The RTACS model will be formulated using available existing models of 
combined sewer systems. The principal one used in this study was the one 
recently developed for FWQA by a Triumvirate headed by Metcalf and Eddy. 
This model was used both to represent the physical system - including the 
generation and routing of runoff through the sewer system 
generate runoff data for the control algorithm. 
and to 
In effect, the method of analysis will be, first, to develop the control logic 
in detail for a reasonable control objective and an assumed physical syste~, 
and then secondly by examining the transmission of errors through the entire model 
(including initial sensing error, model errors, and control errors) show 
how one would optimize, in terms of maximum returns for minimum cost, 
the overall system. This should demonstrate the feasibility of an automat ed 
control system as well as develop the principles for determ::.ning the "best" 
system arrangement . 
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I I. cmwo~m TS OF THE RTACS NO DEL 
A. INTRODUCTION 
Tlie objective of control of a combined sewer system is to reduce 
the amount of pollution of natural receiving waters. This could mean: 
1. reduce the amount of flow that bypasses the sewage treatment plant 
2. reduce the total amount of pollutants entering the water course 
3. reduce the amount of most harmful pollutants entering the water course 
4. reduce the amount of pollutants in a manner such that the reduction 
in the economic cost of pollution is a maximum. 
Item 1 does not recognize the variations in the potential damage of 
various pollutants, the variation in the water quality from different areas, 
or the fact that too great a flow to the treatment plant may reduce its 
efficiency and result in an increase in the amount of pollutants dis charged. 
Item 2 recognizes spatial and temporal differences in water quality, 
but does not recognize the variations in potential drunage of the various 
pollutants. 
Item 3 recognizes the variations in potential damage of the various 
pollutants and to some extent recognizes their spatial and temporal variation. 
It em 4 is essentially the same as Item 3, except that the potential 
damage is specified in terms of dollars instead of a value judgment. This 
allows an economic balance to be struck in terms of incremental benefits 
and the incremental costs of the system required to produce the incremental 
be1 efits. With Items 1, 2 and 3, the required degree of pollutior, r eduction 
and therefore the degree of system control is based un value jrnlgr'lents . ( It 
sho uld be noted t-h.'..lt in det ermining economi c values n lot of v2luc: judgme.1t 
m,y be invol ed.) 
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For the purposes of Task 4, use will be made of optimal control theory 
which allows specified weights to be given to overflows from different 
sources. As the obj ect ive of the study, Item 1 will be used initially 
because of its relative simplicity; however, in fact it allows some weight 
to be placed on Item 3, particularly if there is prior data on the variation 
of the pollutants in t he system. Wi th this object ive function, the RTACS 
system will consist of the following components: 
1. A model of the physical sys tem that will give a reasonable 
simulation of the rainfall over an area; that will convert this rainfall into storm 
runoff to the intercep tors; that will route the runoff through the interceptor 
to the s ewage treatmen t plant or receiving waters; and that contains the 
capability to control the flow in the inter ceptor system or to divert the 
flow to storage in the system or to the receiving waters. 
2. A control algorithm which acts on information obtained from the 
physical system model and then de termines t he control procedure for the 
flow in the interceptors of the physical system model. 
3. An interface between the physical system model and the cont r ol 
algorithm that simulates the errors in the observation and transmission 
of data. 
B. ROLE OF TIIE FWQA MODEL 
In the RTACS mode l developed f or Task 4 the physical system model 
is basically the HlQA stormwater management model. This model consists 
of the foll owing four sections ( aside from the executive routines ): 
1. A rainfall - runoff model, 
2. A routing model for flow in sewers, 
3, A mode l for treatment and offline storage, and 
4. A r e ceiving water mo del. 
-5-
In addition to genera ting ar.d routing runoff the model also contains the 
capability to generate and route some pollut an ts. 
The RTACS model uses only the first t wo parts of the FWQA model. 
Ideal ly, both parts 3 and 4 should ultimately be included ; part 4 since 
it is the receiving wate rs that are ultimately to be protected and part 3 
since the control of the sewer flow affects the operation of the various 
treatment processes. However, it was felt that in Phase I the most usable 
results could be obtained without parts 3 and 4 of the model, i.e., by 
considering only runoff, since at the present time real time monitoring of 
pollutants is not too reliable. 
To meet the requirement of variable control, the routing model for flow 
in sewers, which in j_ ts original form has no variable control devices, was 
modified to permit variable flow control at: twenty points . These 
modifications are discussed in more detail in a later sect ion. 
It should be noted at this point that it is not necessary for a 
designer to use the physical mode l developed for the RTACS model. Any 
model capable of reasonably simulating runoff and flow in the sewer system 
could oe used provided that it contains provision for variation of flow 
control devices. Thus, a city with an already verified model need not 
develop data for and prove a new mode] . 
To determine the effect of spatial distributjon of rain gauges an 
additional compone!1t was added to the physi cal system model of th e RTACS 
model. The component makes it possible to locate the storm over an area 
greater thdn the combined sewer drainage area in the form of a point 
rainfall grid . The average rainfall ove-.:- each subare.'.l of the rainfall 
runoff model is determined by integration ( assumi'1g Jinearity betvcen 
points) for input lo the runoff portion of the physical system. Point 
r.J.infall nt each ruin gauge is determined and "true" and adjusted values 
-6-
(co sinulate errors) fo r each gauge are then printed out . (This later 
part is merely the interface routine discus!;,ed later in this report.) 
c. CO TROL ALGORITHH FOR RTACS HODEL 
The control logic for the RTACS model is based on optimal control 
theory. (Optimal control in itself does not allow the designer to 
ascertain the effects of errors; its use does.) Use of this method of 
control allows the designer to ascertain the effects of errors in data 
or control signals or the effect of a less than optimal control algorithm. 
Furthermore, the control logic is designed to demonstrate the processes 
necessary to simulate a real world system such as the Minneapolis-St. Paul 
combined sewer system. In applying the RTACS model elsewhere it would 
be necessary to develop an optimal control algorithm for the particular 
location. An objective of this project is to derive the necessary 
equations, including an example of a numerical solution, in order to 
simplify the developmen t of such an algorithm elsewhere. 
D. PREDICTION MODEL 
In addition. to the control algorithm itself there is usually some 
form of prediction model which models part or all of the physical system 
model. This makes it possible for the control algorithm to act in a 
" feed-forward" mode ( act on assumed future happ enings) instead of on the 
usual feedback mode, i.e., decision based on the pres ent state of the 
system. Use of a feed forward mode allows max:irnum benefi t to he gained 
from the physical system storage. 
As an addition to the prediction model one nee s a mode l to dctcr1ine 
the rainfall over the sub areas o f the runof f model given the point rainfall 
in and about the arcn of conce rn. This component mny US<: 11nything from a 
- 7--
s imp l e Theissen po l ygon method o f es t imation t o methods that estimate 
the chan gi ng storm coordinat es and growth and de cay with time. 
E, INTERFACE MODEL 
The mode l of the interfaces between the control algorithm and the 
physical s ystem of the RTACS model consists of a series of error generating 
routines to simulate four types of errors: 
1, Variation by a constant, 
2. Variation by a constant fraction, 
3. Uniformly distributed error, and 
4. Normally (Gaussian) distributed error. 
The program allows these functions to be sequenced in any orde r to 
simulate the various parts of the s ensing or control system. The process 
can be repeated to simulate an averaging procedure (repeat e d inquiry.) 
Any data gener a ted by the physical system and us ed by the con t:::ol algorithm, 
or vice versa, would be transformed by this model before use by the control 
algorithm. 
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III . FU~CTIOiTS OF THE RTACS HODEL 
A. INTRODUCTION 
The RTACS model is intended to be an aid in the design of a real 
time automated control sys t em for combined sewers. The particular design 
areas in which the model should provide adaptive real world information 
include: 
1. The adeq uacy of the proposed system to achieve the desired results 
and the optimal location of control devices. 
2. The required accuracy of sensors and control devices. 
3. The optimum location and number of sensors. 
4. Determining the optimum time period between control adjustments, 
and/or sensor inquiry . 
5. The required accuracy of the prediction component of the control 
algorithm. 
6 • . The control logic for the system. 
To provide each of these items two criteria are necessary: 
1. The physical system model must reasonably simulate actual storm 
events. The better the model the greate r the weight that can be placed 
on the final results. 
2. An optimal control logic must be developed for the RTACS mode.:\.. 
to serve as an absol ute standard for comparison of the effects of sensor 
and controller errors and prediction model errors. (Optimal control logic 
implies that for a given obj ective, e.g ., rr.inimiz.ing combined sewer over-
flow diverte d to a river, no other control logic will produce a be tt e r 
r esult.) 
Given that these are Lhe functions of an RTACS rnoJel , it now must he 
demonstra terl how they can be accomplished . 
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B. OPTINIZING THE LOCi\TIO~ OF FLOW co:s;TR()L DEVICES 
Using the optimal control logic for the proposed system, and using 
the runoff portion of the physical system in a dual role as the prediction 
model portion of the control algorithm, one can determine the maximum 
cap abilities of the system for any given storm and the specified objective 
(See Fig . 3.1). It is assumed, of course, that "perfect information" is 
being used to operate the model. Thus no feedback information is required. 
Furthermore, any introduction of error into either the prediction model 
or th e control devices will reduce the capabilities of the system. 
If the maximum capabili ties of the system are not sufficient then some 
additions will be necessary. This leads to the problem of optimizi~g the 
location of the flow control devices. (One that should be considered even 
if the system is adequate.) This would be essentially a trial a~d error 
pr ocedure which is much more feasible on a computer than it is in the 
fieJ.d. The control algorithm would have to be altere d for e ach trial. 
By comparing the physical system output results for e ach trial one s hould 
be able to converge towards an optimal system. 
C. OPTIMIZING THE LOCATION AND NT.JMBER OF SENSORS 
Th e problem associ ated with optimization of the location and numbe r 
of sensors is t o :naximize the amount of information obtained. The sensors 
one would normally consider would be rain gauges , water levels, flow depths 
and water quali ty parame ters . Control device positions are predetermined 
an d are thus only an accur acy problem. 
The basic problem is that ceadings fo r a few points must be regenerated 
to provide data for Lhe entire field of interest . Rain(all is possiLly 
tl1e best ex.:.imple. Here clat.1. from a fc,,1 points in space must he rq·.~n•!r<1tc•d 
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Figur e 3.1 
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t og·~~ a r easonable picture of the rainfall over the entire drainage 
basin at t ime t. The ques tion then is where should the rain gauges be 
located so as to provide the maximum amount of significant information 
to the problem be ing analyzed . Thus it may be better in achieving the 
ob jective to obtain accurate information in a few key areas of the 
drainage basin with only nominal information being available el s ewhe re. 
Correlated with this problem is the problem of the regeneratio n 
model . The more information that is used from prior storms, e.g. their 
generation and decay in the test area, the more information that r.1ay be 
derived from point readings taken during a storm. For example , one 
may use a simple method such as the Thiessen polygon method or a complex 
time sequence model which uses rainfall at time t - ot at point x, y 
and in addition includes knowledge of growth and decay of storms to 
estimate additional point rainfall at time t and point x + ox , y + ov, 
To achieve the same accuracy in the final result would probably req uire 
fewer rain gauges for the more complex model. 
To solve this problem using the RTACS model would requir~ the 
addition to the RTACS model of Fig . 3.1 of a routine for generating rainfall 
over the subareas of the rainfall runoff model given the point rainfall 
at several gauges (See Fig. 3.2) . 
By shifting the location of each rain gauge while holding the others 
constant and examining the change i n the physical system output for a 
se1ics of storms, one should be able to improve the location of , or t o 
reduce the number of the requi red gauges. Because of the errors in rain-
fa 11 regenerat i on, the control and hence Lhe output of the physical system 
will now be non optimal. The process could be repeated with different 
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Lhe numbe r of ser,sors required and the coraplexity of the regeneration 
model, and thus the computer size . 
To determine the optimal location of water level or water quality 
sensors, one could follow a similar procedure. In this case the effects 
oe? end upon the regeneration models for these parameters. Since these 
parameters are normally required for updating the control (check between 
where we are and where we thought we would be ) t he model would be in the 
feedback mode. 
D. DETERMINING TilE ACCURACY OF THE SENSOR AND CONTROL DEVICES 
Of concern in the RTACS model is the accuracy requirement of the 
various sensors and control devices, since some may be more critical 
to the system than others. For this problem the error gen~rating routines 
are added to the system (Fig. 3.3). Thus, by generating errors at one 
point at a time with all others held true, a measure of the effect of 
errors from one point on the physical system output can be obtained. This 
is essentially a sensitivity analysis. By examining the sensitivi t i es 
a measure of the required accuracies can be obtained. Comparing these 
with normal equipment accuracies should show if special e quipment or 
al t erations to the system may be necessary. 
E. DETERMINING TilE OPTH1AL TEMPORAL SENS!NG 
Once err ors are introduced into the system then any control logic 
mus t be upddted as more in fo rmation becomes available . Be cause t he 
dur ation of a given storm is unknown and the future path of the 
st ,. rm mus t be e s timated (no routine is include d he re), an e rror i s 
i nt rod uced even i f t h2 r est o f t he sys t em i s per fec t . The effe ct o f 
va ryi ng the t i me be L\,1t•cn syst em i n(]ui rics [lnci u;1c!:•tcs can be determined 
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accurncy ( and thus reduced system e ffec t iveness ) and the reduced cost 
of comp uting facilities required for less frequent updating , since larger 
computational time is available . 
F. ROLE OF THE PREDICTION COMPONENT OF THE CONTROL ALGORITHM 
Using any of the previous model s ystems such as Fig. 3. 1 or Fig . 3 .3, 
various rainfall runoff models can be used in the prediction component 
of_ the cont rol algorithm. The effects af a less than perfect prediction 
model supplying information for the control logic can be determined upon 
the physical system model. For this case, the main problem is to find 
the economi cal balance between the accu racy of the prediction model, 
which is probably a function of program size and complexity, and the 
cost of the computing system necess ary to handle the program . . (Required 
computer size is also a reason for keeping sensors to a minimum.) The 
results of this aspect depend very highly on the skill and knowledge of the 
the person des igning the prediction model. Similar com,~ents apply to the 
regeneration routines for rainfall, etc. 
G. IMPORTANCE OF THE CONTROL LOGIC 
The optima l control algorithm may require a large computin g facility 
in order to generate desired results in the required time period, If 
this is the case then a l es s complex algorithm may be more economical 
even though sub-opt imal. Here the optimal control strategy would supply 
the i mportant points for consideration in any other control logic . Tl is 
is particularly true when a complex objective may cloud the main points 
of the strategy if a design were at t empted without the optimal control 
algorithm as a guide . Thus the optimal control logic should r educe the 
amount of trial and error required in developing simpler control logic. 
H. S l.JJ.'lNARY 
The foregoing functions of the RTACS model have been summarized 
as though they are an independent process . In fact , the optimization 
of the s ystem (whi ch is the overall objective of using an RTACS model) 
requires several it e r ations of the above processes if the mos t 
economical sys t em that will satisfy the specified objectives is to be 
determine d. 
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IV. RTACS co:;po~,E:~TS : ~IODEL ANALYSIS Ai.\JD THEORI:TICAL co:,JCEPTS 
A. INTRODUCTION 
This section will present the logic used to develop or modify each 
of the three main components of the RTACS model : the physical system 
model, the interfaces -- error generating routines--, and the control 
algorithm. 
B. THE PHYSI CAL SYSTEM MODEL 
This model is basically the Runoff and Transport Sections (plus 
executive routines) of the FWQA model. As a detailed description of this 
model is given in the FWQA Research and Development Grant Report titled, 
"Water Pollution Control Research Series, Storm Water Management Model, 
Final Report, 11 only the chang es made to the Transport Section to provide 
for incre ased backwater storage an d variation of control devices will be 
discussed here. For the revised model, only minor modification to the 
data preparation was necessary. It is assu..~ed in this discussion t hat 
the reader has some familiarity with the FWQA model. Lastly, the 
limitations of the model are discussed in detail in the previously 
referenced report. 
The unaltered FWQA model provides for backwater storage at only two 
locations and contains no provision for variable control. The r eason 
for the low number of backwater points was a computer storage limitat ion. 
Thus in order to increase the number of backwater storage locations it was 
necessary to decrease the computer storage requirements . This was 
accomplished in three ways. The first was a reduction in storage 
requirements by a minor modification to one of the trnnspor. t section 
Print rout ·ncs . The second w,1s a reduct lon in the maximum dcsi gnat ion 
·! -18·- · 
nu::ibcr allowable for condui ts from 1000 to 200. (The allm,·.:ible number 
of conduits remains unchanged .) The third was a modifica tion to the plug 
flow option for routing pollutants through b ackwater storage. 
This latter modification consisted of limiting the maximum number 
of plugs of flow at any backwater storage location to fifty. Thus, if 
for fifty-one consecutive time steps of the program one backwater storage 
location has no outflow t hen t he program will abort . As the normal time 
step length is on the order of two to five minutes this is equivalent 
to a real time of 100 to 250 minutes, which is more than adequate for 
most real world cases. 
The limitation results from storing the plug flow rlata in a loop 
of fifty storage locations. An attempt to use fifty one locations would 
result in erasing still valid data . The computer program can still run 
for the maximtnn number of 150 time steps. 
Variable control was added to the program by specifying a time 
interval DTCHAN ( read in as a variable) . Thus one cow.putation time step, 
after each time interval of DTCHAN, new control device position data 
is rend into the program by subroutine TSTRDT. This subroutine computes 
outflow versus storage curves for standard flood routing procedure (ouU:low 
plus storage vs. depth ) for the given orifice openings anrl overflow weir 
sett ings. The delay of one calculation time interva l was usqd to be t t er 
simulate a control change beginning a t t = N x DTCilAN and finishing 
at t = N x DTCllAN + ct, 
Because the program adj usts the given depth ver.sus storage relaUon-
ship so that. one of the points of the outflow versus storage curve falls 
at th e weir elevation (thus saving many comp ·tationnl problems ) and, 
because the interpolaU ons are al.!. lLw.::ir, sOlr,c s I l"ht inconsist2nc' is 
built into the proeram, e . g ., for one time !"tep inor;ige c.1t a glv,'n elevation 
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x rn:•y be equal to Y and at the next time step storc1ge at the some 
elevation may be Y + 6Y. Tests to date indicate t hat this inconsistency 
is s mall and relatively unimportant. 
In addition to the changes noted above several minor corrections were 
made to the Tr ansport Section of the program . These changes are listed 
in Appendix A3 including those modifications necessary to make it feasible 
for the program to ope rat e on a CDC 6400, e.g ., reduction of variable 
dimensions to a maximum of three . 
Appendix Al lists the modifications required along with flow charts 
indicating the changes . Appendix A2 lists the revised data requirements 
and any additional nomenclature used in the revised version. 
In order to reduce storage requiremen ts some of the plotting and 
output routines were deleted from the Executive routines. These 
deletions are noted in Appendix A3. 
All debugging and verification was done on the CDC 6400 computer 
facility at Colorado State University. The maximum storage requirements 
for the revised programs are as follows: 
1. Executive plus Runoff blocks 66,400 words 
2. Executive plus Transport blocks 107,700 words 
(octal) 
(octal) 
Although it may be possible to reduce computer running time for 
these models when used with the RTACS model by avoiding recomputa tion 
of some initial conditions no real effort was exerted in this direction 
as it was felt that the same effort would be more productive elsewhere. 
An add ition necessary to the Physical System model as given by the 
FWQA 1-1odel was a sepc.11.:itc rou!:ine to generate the rainfall ovec each o f 
the subareas of the rainfall runoff portion of the FWQA model. Fo r an 
assumed storm config uratio~1 :noving oveY the area of interest ( larger 
tli:i.n the ctr:1in.:1'.',C' tlH'i1 of tl10 ph:si cal sy::;tc·m) l his T 1ocl0J , c.:1110d 
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pro[; r<lm RAIN , comp utes the average rainfall over each subarea of the 
runoff model and gives the point rainfall at those points where rain 
gages are assumed to exist . The latter information is then adjusted by 
the model for use by the control algorith~ according to the method 
outlined in the discussion of the interface model given in a later 
section of this report . 
The essential information for this model are the coordinates of each 
of the subareas of the rainfall - runoff model and the configuration of 
the rainstorm in the form of a grid for a given time instant T along 
with the required interface model information as discussed in a later 
section. The model, assuming linearity between points on the grid, 
integrates to determine the average rainfall for each subarea of the 
rainfall r1Jnoff model. A listing of this model along with the neumonics 
and data requirements is included in Appendix A4. The major purpose 
of this model is to make it possible to determine the optimal location 
of the rain gauges. 
C. THE INTERFACE ROUTINES 
The interface between the physical system mode l is simulated by 
a model which approximates the errors resulting from measurement by sensors 
or by transmission or reception of sensor or control signals. It was 
felt that the purposes of the RTACS model could be met by assumin3 four 
possible types of errors: 
1. Variation by a constant (such as would occur by shifting a scale). 
2. Variation by a fixed fraction (such as would occur if a transformer 
ratio was in error). 
3. Variation according to a random variable uni fo rmly distributed 
hctwc~n limits n a~d b. 
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4. Varia tion a ccon.l ing t o a r~rn dom variabl"' r:ormally (Gaussian) 
distributed with mean M and standa rd deviation s . (The last two 
variations would be representative of measuring and transmission noise)• 
These errors can be seque nced in the model in any order up to a 
total of ten operations. Reapplication of th e seq uence in the model to 
the original value for a specified number of cycles simulates an 
averaging procedure such as woul d occur in case of repeated interrogations 
of a sensor by a computer facility . 
In operation of th e RTACS model any informat ion generated by the 
physical model that is to be used by the control algorithm would first 
be transformed by the interface model, which would be set up according 
to the expected characteristics of the sensor and related information 
transmission system. Similar operations apply to the model for control 
signals from the control algorithm to the physical system. 
The uniformly distributed random errors are generated by subroutine 
RANF which generates a number between O and 1. This numbe r is then 
s caled and shifted to the range a,b. The normally distributed random 
errors are generated by subroutine RANSS which ge.nP.rates from a standard 
normal distribution, i.e. normally distributed wit h a standard deviation of 1, 
a number between - 00 and + 00 This number is then scale d ann shifted 
according to t he given mean and standard deviation. 
A listing of the program along with the neumonics and data 
requirements is given in Appendix AS. This model is also a part of 
Program RAIN . 
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D, THE co::T:;OL ALGORITJD\ 
This part of the RT,\CS model can be di vidcd into three subsections: 
1. A rainfall runoff model - For this study the rainfall runoff 
portion of the F\\'QA model has been used . With the same basic data used 
in the Physical System part of the RTACS model it is possible to evaluate 
the effects of sensor and control errors (since it is in effect a perfect 
mo c l of the physical systern); whereas, with basic data changes some 
measure of the effect of modeling errors can be obtained on the overall 
control. 
2. A rainfall regeneration model - This model takes the point 
rainfall developed by the program RAIN and re-constitutes the rain-
fall over er.ch of the subareas of the control algorithm rainfall runoff 
model. As with other components of the RTACS model there are many 
ways in which this can be accomplished. 
3. The control logic - The approach used in the development of the 
control logic was to make use of optimal control theory, which is 
derived from the calculus of variations. Some of the more pertinent 
points are discussed in the following paragraphs. 
Given some function of the state variable that is to be mi nimized 
or maximized (e.g., minimize diversions to a river from a combined sewer 
system; maximize system throughput) and provided that the system con-
straints can be expressed as a seri es of differential equations of the 
form 
X = f(X, U, t) 
where X is the vector of the state var i ables, e . g ., depths of storage , 
vol umes of overflow, (X i s the rate of ckmgc of X with time ) , 
U is the vector of the control vari~Lblcs, e . g ., orifice openings , 
depths of flow over Keirs, and 
t is time; 
then optimal control theory will lead to the control U(t) that will 
extrernize the objective func t ion . 
Before developing the equations further it should be noted that 
constraint s of various forms other than equality c~n be added to the 
problem . It is also noteworthy at this point that solution of the 
problem nearly a lways requires the use of numerical techniques . 
The easist way to develop th e theory is to consider a simple 
problem of three reservoirs shown in Figure 4.1. 
Figure Li .1 





In t he fieure , the state variab les v1 , \" 2 and v3 are th €' 
overflow volumes from reservoirs 1, 2 and 3. (These volumes represent 
diversions from a combined sewer system into a river). State variables 
V 
4 
, V 5 and V 6 represent flow through the orifices. (This flow 
remains within the combi ned sewer system). The remaining state variables 
are d1 , d2 and d3 , which c:.re the depths of storage in the reservoirs. 
h 2 
The control variables are the depths of flow over the weirs h1 , 
and the radii of the orifices and The 
selection of state and control variables is arbitrary . For example, 
h1 , h2 and h3 could have been the state variables and the control 
variable could have been u. = h. , the rate of change of depth over the 
1 1 
weir. 
The known hydrographs representing storm events over the catchment 
basin are given by f 1 (t) , f 2(t) and f 3 (t) in Figure A.l. 
The obj ective fun ction for t his problem may be expressed by 
6 
Minimize <P = l 
i=l 
z. v. I 
1 1 t 
f 
1·1here z ' s are arbitrary constants and the fun ction </> i s evaluat ed 
at the final time tf. 
The so cal led state equations for this problem (X = •f(X,U,t)) 
are as f oll ows: 
Vl ·- C 1 3/2 1 11 
v 2 = C l 3/2 2 12 equations for flow over a wc jr 
v ~ 




l rl 1 
vs = K 2dl/2 2r2 2 equations for flow through an orifice 
v6 = K 2dl/2 3r.., .., 
~ ~ 
f 1 (t) + 
K _2dl/2 _ K 2dl/2 _ C l 3/2 
dl 
21 2 2 lrl 1 1 11 = 
Al (dl) 
f2 (t) K 2dl/2 - C h3/2 equations of - 2r2 2 2 2 
d2 = continuity for A2C<l2) the reservoirs 
f3(t ) K 2dl / 2 - C h3 / 2 - 3r3 3 
d3 
3 3 = A3 (d3) 
The functions in the denominators of the last three equations are 
the area-depth relationships of the reservoirs, evaulated at depths d . 
1 
In addition to the state variable equations there are the inequality 
constraint equations. These may be of two types: inequality constraints 
on the state and control variables C(X , U,t) .::_ 0 , and inequality 
constraints on the state variabl es S(x,t) .::_ 0 . 
The control variable inequality constraints for this prob lem are 
given by 
flow limitations 
within tl1e sys t em 
In the above equations O is the maximum allO\·:r,b le flow at specifieJ 
11 ax 
points of the system, i.e., the maximum allowable flow is a func tion of 
the hy<lr:rnlic capacity of the system. 
·2G·-
; dditional control variable inequality constraints are necessary 
to ensure that physically impossible controls are not realized. These 
are as follows: 
depth of flow over the weirs cannot be 
negative nor can it be greater than the 
reservoir depth 
orifice openings cannot be less than 
zero, nor can they be greater than some 
fixed value Ri 
The final inequality cons traints for this problem arc state 
variable inequality constraints on the depth 
depth of storage in the reservoir cannot 
be less than zero or greater than some 
fixed value D. 
1 
In addition to the above equations the initial depths d. 
1 
and 
overflow volumes V. are known at t = 0 (V. would normally be zero, 
1 1 
since their initial values do not affect the optimization. Also the 
depths would be obtained by sensors in the field). 
The opbmcil control may be cletermine,l by first forming the aug-
lll<..! lltc<l function given by 
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, tf 
f- = l l + 
t. 




J t . 
l l 
T 1 - y S (x,t)]dt 
or 
-T 0 
y S (x,t)/t 
I 
where H = 1?f(X,U,t) + 1?C(X,U,t) + yTS1 (x,t) , is formed by adjoining 
to the original objective function, the state equations by means of the 
Lagr ange multipliers A. (t) ; the control variable inequality constraints 
l 
by means of the Lagrange multipliers y. (t) and the derivatives of the 
l 
state variable inequality constraints by means of the Lagrange multipliers 
7f. (t) 
l 
TI1e multipliers y apply to a point constraint at the time 
the state variable constraints first become binding 0 (S (x,t) ~ S(x,t) 
(Note if CK(X,U,t) < 0 then 1rK = 0 . If S.(x,t) < 0 then y. = 0 J . J 
Therefore, the integral is zero for the initial form). (Note the super--
script T means transpose i.e., AT is a row vector). The necessary 
conditions for an optimal control strategy are then: 
1. The control equations 
aH 
0 i 1 number of control variables au. = - .J. ••• 
l 
2. The adjoint equations 
A. aH j 1 ... number of state equations = - ::: 
J ax . J 
3 . The state equations 
X = f(X,U,t) K == 1. ' . number of state equations 
k 
_2,r, ... 
..; . Tl c tr[.J~s ·;c:rs~t l i t y con.ii t i011 
n 
d <ji + I 
j =l 
" .dx. j = 0 
J J 
tf 
(These supply initial conditions 
at t f with which to evaluate 
the adjoint variables) 
5. The initial conditions on the state. variables 
6. The 
and 
X(t) = given 
0 
continutity equations for 
n 
I A. f · I = l. l. i =l + 
tl 
"· I - "· I l. + 1 -
tl tl 
n 
I A. f. I 1 1 i=l 
as~ 
y . -1.. 
J ax . 
1 
tl 
a constraint boundary 
0 
- as
51 + Y. J at 1 
tl 
i = l, . .. ,n 
where t 1 is the time that the constraint becomes binding . 
When the constraint ceases to be binding the continu:i ty equa-• 
tions are 
n n 
I A. f. I = I A.f. I l. 1 1 l. i=l + i=l 
t2 t2 
and 
i = l ,n 
where t 2 is the time at which a constraint ceases to be 
binding. (Note there are cases where the continuity equations 
on the " ' s need to be modified. 111cse are discussed in the 
detailed example). 
7. The state ancl control inequality constraint equations when they 
are binding 
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C(X,U, ~) = 0 
S(X,t) = 0 
This type of problem is called a two point boundary value problem. 
The initial conditions for the state equations are known at time t = t 
0 
whereas, the initial conditions for the adjoint equations are given by 
the transversality condition at t = tf. As the adjoint equations 
are a function of the state variables , the state variables are a function 
of the control, and the control is a function of state vari ables and 
Lagran ge multipliers solutions of optimal control problems are not simple . 
It should be noted that the use of the derivative s 1(X,t) in 
the H (called the Hamiltonian) is necessary to bring the control into 
the equations. 
and 
s1 = /r scx,t) = n as ·, I ax . >,i 
i=l 1. 




To complete the illustration for the example given we have as the 
augmented function 
6 tf 6 9 
F = I z.v - I -I \Ii :..V. + I ::\.d . - 1-l}dt i=l ]_ l. J. l i=7 l l 
tf 0 
where the Hamiltonian H is given by, 
1 H = Lf. (x,u,t) + rr .C. (x,u,t) + y1,.s 1,,(x,u,t) J J l. l. . 
or 
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f (t) + K 2dl/2 - K 2dl/2 - C h3/2 
, 2 1/2 1 2r2 2 . lrl 1 1 1 ] 
+ A6K3r3d3 + A7 [--------,--.,-,---,--------
Al (dl) 
f (t) - K 2<l1/ 2 - Cl 312 f () - K .:dl/~ - C h3/ 2 2 2r2 2 2 12 3 t 31 3 3 3 3 J 




) ] + Ag ( A (d) 
3 3 
[f Ct) K 2dl/2 Q ] [K 2dl/2 K 2dl/2 ] + 1Tl 1 · + 2r2 2 - 1 max + 1T2 lrl 1 + 3r3 3 - Q2 max 
(2d D ) (f (t) K 2d1/ 2 C h3/ 2) / (d ) + Y3 3- 3 3 - 3r3 3 - 3 3 A3 3 
From the above the control equations are 
the f ollowing e.·pressicms : 








0 • Thus, we obtain 
The adjoint equations are 
Al 
clH 




0 A2 c2 = -av
2 
-  = , 
A3 
aH 





0 A4 c4 = -av
4 
=  = , 
AS 
clH 
0 AS cs = -avs =  = , 
, __ clH O 
A - - -  A = C 6 av 
6 





The transversality conditions are given by 





From these we obtain 
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~ 1 = z l i\ 6 = z6 
f f 
" 2 = z2 "7 = 0 f f 
>- ~ = Z7 >. = 0 .,f .:J sf 
>. 4 = z4 "g = 0 
f f 
Fina lly f or the cons traints we have the con tinuity conditions when any 
of the constraint s b e come or ceas e to be binding: 





A. f . I - . I l. l. + i =l tl 




>. . f. j I l l. - i == l tl 
2. State variab l e inequa lity cons t raints 
9 
A. f . j = I l. l. + i=l t 2 
i = l, ... ,9 
A. f. I 
l. l. -
t2 
For t he state variab l e inequality constr ain ts it shoul d be n0ted 
t hat t he conditions on the Lagrange Muitip l iers were earlier listed i n 
their standard form; however , a cl oser examination of theprobl em shows 
that at the ent rance to a res ervoir depth cons t raint we do not nee d to 
so l ve f or y .. Thus >.. , which is associ a t e d with t h e state variable 
J J 
be ing const r aine d i s dc t crmine <l f r on th e cnntinul ty of t he !Jamil tonian 
an d t he rcmain 1ng >. ' s . /\ t th e exi t from the constr1in t a ll the >. ' s 
:ire conti1111ous . The cont.innity conditic,ns .i n thi. s c:1se are : 
nt t:1c cntr~ncc 
~ 9 
I A- f. I = I >.. f., A. I = A. I i = 1, ... j-1,j+l, ... 9 1 1 - 1 1 + 1 + 1 -i=l tl i=l tl t2 t2 
and at the exit 
9 9 
I A. f. I = I ), . f. I Ai I = Ai I + i = 1. .. 9 1 1 - 1 1 + -i=l t2 i=l t2 t2 t2 
The forc zoing cx::,.1:1ple is not a partict• l ar ly good representation 
of a comb ined sewer system for it makes no allowanc e for the time delay 
in flow from one reservoir to the reservoir immediate ly downstream in 
the same reach . This difficulty is overcome by us e of the Progressive 
Average Lag method of routing in conduits. This method , developed by 
Dooge (2), consists of progressively averaging flows in the in f low hydro-
graph and lagging them by a given time 
out flow hydrograph (see Fig. 4.2) . 
t 
p 









PROGRESSIVE AVERAGE LAG 
Inflow 
Hydrograph 
--IL1 t t ~~----- to I 
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Cc,mpu ted Ou l low 
Hydrograph 
Time 
In Figur' 4 " 1·r, t-,::ivc 
1 m q = I q. n. m i=l l. l. 
where m is the number of points on the inflow hydrograph to be averaged, 
q . are points on the inflow hydrograph separated by tt , and 
l. 
t 1 is the l ag time . 
The values given to n and t 1 are quite arbitrary for a given 
channel and must be evaluated in this model by compar ison with the 
Physical System model (FWQA model-transportation section). Tests 
have shown that results using the Progressive Average Lag Method ~gree 
closely with those obtained by the Method of Characteristics (Ref. 3). 
Since reasonably good agreement has been obtained between resul ts using 
the routing method used in the FWQA model and those obtained using 
the Method of Charact eristics, it is safe to assume that 1outinc vsing 
the Progressive Average Lag Method should produce an acceptable :repre-• 
sentation of the FWQA model. 
Addition of the r outed hydrographs to the simpl e model can be 





=i_ fv 1 
nl ·-1 4. 
l.- l. t-t 
11 




in'..c, ·he su.tc ,:·, uations a;1 d !' ·· · s~nz ,.il the: rc-:-;;~,j ning qt:, ions 
accordingly . However , as v4 , V 5 and v6 can be expressed in terms 
of existing and control variables and thus likeKise v7 , v8 and v9 , 
t here is no real need to introduce new state vari ab les. 
As an examp l e , consider the state equation for d1 
form is given by 
fl(t) + VB - vl - v4 
t\ (c.1 1) 
substituting for V 8 gives : 
d. = 
1 
and fina lly substituting for v5 leads to: 
d. = 
1 
The modif icd 
In this example f 1(t) was not lagged . However, dependi ng upon 
it s locati on , it too may be routed by the Progress ive Average Lag ~lethod . 
Using this method t he only state equations to be modified are those f or 
s tate variables d . . As the state equations form part of the Hamiltonian , 
1 
the modifications would occur to the control and adjoint equations. 
The addition of the Progressive Average Lag Method to the example 
is still not sufficient for optima l control of the physical sys tem model, 
because , at this stage of development , it docs not simu l at e accurately 
t he nonuniforJ11 f low c011dHjons of the Fll'Q,\ rn0del. In other words jt 
<lrw.; not rcprcsC'nt h:1ckh1:1tcr effects due to f]C)\1' rc11 tTol j1 ;1 conduit . 
-·3 7--
I1 ri~ur'- 4 . 3 , r i s ~he ratiQ of the stor:1ge a t tji . c t to ma:inum 
possibl e storage i n the reservoi r .  The reservoir shown outside the 
conduit has i t s  dimensions  defined by the conduit. To simulate back-
1,ater, entering flow QI i s divided i nto th·o portions as shm111. Q0l 
goes <li r ctly to the reservoir ~hll c QO2 is routed through the conJuit 
in the norma l procedure for pipe f low routing of the FKQ\ model . The 
logic b ,hind this method can be dC'monstr.1tccJ by considering f-igurc -l. 4. 
At tl the flow QI must trave l the ful length of the conduit before 
it becomes  backwat er storage. At time t2 the flow QI becomes b ack-
water storage almost immediatel y . At time t < t3 < t 2 ' 
the time for 
1 
the flow t o enter backwater storage is less than that for the flow to 
travel the ful conduit length, but is stil greater than ze:ro. In 
this case the division shown in Figure 7  gives a reasonable represen-
tation . The FWQA r epor t (4) i ndicates that results obtained by the 
FWQA me·chod of backwater simulation compares quite f avorabl y wit h those 
obtained by the method of characteristics. 
Figure 4.3 
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This modification to the example, which has only one pipe length 
between reservoirs, may be accounted for by introducing additional 
state variables as follows : 
Vl2 = v4 £ 3 
and modifying the s t ate variables introduced in the discussion of 
Progressive Average Lag to: 
v7 I 1 
nl 
c1-lr~) I = I v4. = v7 11, 
t .l i=l l t-t 
£1 
V 8 I l 
n3 





= I V c1-/r~) I -· 11- i=l 6. .) .) 1 t t-t , 
" 3 
The state equations for the reservoir depths 






As before, both VS and v11 can be eliminated by expressing them 
f K 2dl/2 in terms o 2r 2 2 Also , f 1 (t) could have been rout ed in the 
same way . If the inflow f 1 (t) occurred at the upstream end of the 
conduit, such routing would be necess ary; however , if the inflow 
occurred downstream near the control device no such routiIJ g would be 
required. 
In the simulation of the FWQA back.water profile the hydraul ic 
characteristi cs of the optimal control model should be nea:dy identical 
to those of the physical system model (FIVQA) therefore mak:illg it pos-
sible to optimize the control of the physical model. Although the system 
described here consists of three control points only, it does contain 
all of the essential ingredients of a much larger system. 
The equations given above for including time delay in the flow 
routing are written in a form that would apply to numerical solution . 
More correctly the summation signs should be rep l aced by integral signs. 
In addition theTe may be further necessary conditjons for an optimal 
solution in cases of time de lay. This aspect is receiving further 
investigation . 
A more det ailed des cr i ption of optimal control theory may be fou11d 
in re fe r ence 1. 
E, Xl~!FRIC . \L soun·ro:; 0~ rn cc:·: f1 C'L ALCOlffTE'.'t 
The major problem in the solution of the system of equations for 
the simplified three-reservoir model is the fact that if the orifice 
radi are not at their maximum or minimum limits then the associated 
Lagrange multipliers 
out of the control equation 
or TT 7 
(i.e.' 
are zero and the control drops 
r. is no longer explicit in the 
l 
e uations). One war to solv~ tl1is  is t o rcrturb the value of 
r at each step in time, soive for al the Lagrange multipliers, com-
pute values of the Hamiltonian for both the unperturbed and perturbed 
cases (i.e., compute 
with integrated value 
~H numericaly) and then compare these values 
or. 
l 
of the Hamiltonian. r. is then adjusted by linear 
l 
extrapolation so that the Hamiltonian computed at time t wil agree 
with the integrated value of the Hamiltonian. 
A further complication arises from the fact that this is a two-point 
boundary value problem. The initial values of the state variables arc 
known at time t = 0 whereas the final values of the Lagnm.ge multipliers 
are known at time t = tf. To circumvent this prcbJcm the state equa-
tions must fitst be integrated to t = tf along an assumed control 
history, using the unperturbed and perturbed values of 
computing the effects of the perturbed values of r. 
l 
values of Vk .and d . the perturbation is made from 
J 
trajectory at each time step, i.e.' if at 
then values of the perturbed Vk 






time t = t 11, 
at time 





on the unperturbed 
the unperturbed 
r is perturbed 
are calculated 
and the pe~-
turbed value of r at time t 11,). 01~ce t!1c state equations have be JJ 
inte:gratcd to time tf then the Lagran::e mul tiplicrs 
·-41-
A. ~re intcLrJtcd 
l 
the p rturued an<l unperturbed trajectories arc computed and compared 
with the integrated value of the Hamiltonian and the control adjusted 
accordingly. (Note the values of the wdr setting are adj usted when 
integrating the state equations forward . At the end of each full iner -
action they are then set at their max i mum values , i .e., h. = 0). 
1. 
This 
procedure is repeated until the computed and integrated values of 1-1 
agree 1 ·i thin a preset tolcrence . 
At this point it i s worth whi le to show that adjusting r. 
l 
so 
that computed Hamiltonian at time t is equal to the Hamiltonian 
integrated from time tf to t is equivalent to trying to driver 
clH to zero . ar 
Consider dH clH clH dr aH dx dt - -+ --+ ax dt at au dt 
if the solution is optimal then necessarily clH ar - 0 · Furthermore .• 
clH d>. f + >.~ at - dt at 
>. ->. ~ dx = dt -ax 
clH >.~ ax - ax 
f and 
Substituting these last four equations i nto the first yields 
or 
~;... ( elf) f 
'clx 
dH >.elf 
cft = at 
Thus in order for the integrated val uc of the llamj ltonian and the val uc 
of the Hamiltonian computed directly at time t to be equal, 
at all points between tf and t . 
ell-I - - 0 au 
,\ si ,::p J Lfil'<l flmv chart of the control pro,;ram is sh 1m jn rig. ,1.s . 
-42-
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SET WEIR SETTINGS 
,\T : . \, . \'.\l.l. : 
A, PURPOSE 
The purpose of this section is to demonstrate the main parts of the 
RTACS model and show how they would be used to optimize some of the 
components of an actual system. It should be noted that the control 
algorithm used here (the three reservoir model discussed earlier) is not 
an optimal control algori thm for two reasons : fi rst it does not include 
the time delay that exists in the FWQA model of the physical system and 
\ 
second it is still not converging to the true optimum. It does, l1owever, 
give reasonable results for demonstration purposes. 
B. THE SYSTEM TO BE ANALYZED 
The phys ical system to be analyzed is shown in Figure 5.1. This system 
consists of six subcatc.hment areas. Runoff from the subcatchment areas feeds 
into the sewer system at three points (numbered 10, 12 and 13 OE Figure 5.1). 
The sewer system consists of four conduits. Three of these conduits have 
control points (numbered 1, 2 and 3 on the figure) at which flow may be 
stored in the sewer system or diverted to receiving waters. The assurr.ed 
land uses are indicated on Figure 5.1. (These are necessary in order to 
determine the dry weather flow in the sewer system.) This system is 
basically analogous to the three reservoir storage problem. 
For this example a rainstorm having the intensities shown in Figure 5.2 
was chosen. It was assumed that this storm traveled from east to west 
across the drainage basin at a constant rate of 250 ft/minute and that it 
remained unchanged in form as it moved. Three rain gauges were located 
in or around the subcatchrnent <1s shown in Figure 5,1. 
An objective function for the con trol a] gor:i thm was chosen so that 
diversions to the n'CLiving watL:l"S (over the \lt:irs) vouJcJ he minimizl'cl , 
LEG Erl 
Diection of Drainage 
0 Subcatchment Number 
JN' 
~ En1ry Point for Sewer System Input 
9000 
8000 
<Q ·-=-10 ·, Coritrol Point 
Sewer Elcnent 
Guter or Pipe 







: . ·: 
@ Lond Use Parameter bi 
I -Sing!e Family Residential .• '@ 
2-Multifamily Residential 
3-Commercial 
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16 18 20 22 
In adci::.ti m anv ovcrflclh from co,.tr,._l] oin L 1 \J.::JS consL!Lrcd e v c'n n,Jr,' 
undesirable and was penalized in the three reservoir control progr am 
three times more heavily than diversions from the other two sources. As 
a result the control program always tries to reduce diversions from 
control point 1 to ze ro . 
C. THE At'ALYSIS OF THE PROBLEH - SETTI JG UP THE DATA 
C.l Generat ion of t he Riinstorm Ove r t he Drainafc Ilasin 
Genera tion of the rainstorm over the drainag2 basin was accomplished by 
using Program RAIN. As the rainfall intensity was assumed constant in the 
north-south direction a grid spacing of 500 f eet in the X-direction 
(east-west) and 16,000 feet in the Y-direction (north-south) was chosen. 
The western edge of the rainstorm was assumed to be on the eastern edge 
of the catchment at time t = O. Every two minutes the storm was moved 
500 feet to the west . It thus took 50 minu t es for the storm to pass 
completely over the basin. 
At each time step the program computed the average rainfall intensity 
over each of the subcatchments and the point rainfall at each of the three 
r ain gauges. An example of the output from pro gram rain is shown in 
Figure 5 . 3 fo r time t = 18 minutes. At this point in time the storm 
i s almos t entire l y withi n the sub-basin, but has not re ache d subcatchme nts 
land 2. The modi fied r ain gauge readings a r e printed out, but were not 
used in thi.s example. (The error was assumed tc be uni formly distributed 
be tween -. 125 and +.]2 5 .) 
C.2 Generation of Runo ff Data 
a . True Runoff 
The t rue runoff is the i nput t o t he physical system . Th e 
proeedure fol lowed wns t0 set :p th 0 b.:1.,ic data for the <.irajn:1fe bn~·i 11 for 
I i~·.,,·e 5, J 
'!'ypi cul \. 1 t;H1t Cr ~":l P:-o,e;:- .... -- iWln 
GlVE)I RAI :;f,'.LL PATTER!: AT r rn:z • 1a . oo MI. tm:s 
X y RAINFALL (11') X y P.AINFALL 
' 0.000 c.ooo 0.000 0.000 16000.000 0. 000 
500 .000 0.000 0.000 500,000 16000.000 0.000 
1000 .000 o.oco 0 . 000 1000.000 16000.000 0.000 
]500 , 000 0.000 o. oco 1500 . 000 16000 . 000 0.000 
20 ::io. ooo 0.000 0.000 2000 . 000 16000 .000 o.oco 
2500 .000 0.000 0.000 2500. 000 16000.000 0. 000 
3000 .000 0.000 0.000 3000 .000 16000.000 0.000 
3500 .000 0.000 1.000 3500,000 16000.000 1.000 
4000,000 0,000 1.500 4000.000 16000,000 1.500 
~500 .000 0.000 .500 4500.000 16000.000 ,500 
5000 .000 0.000 1.800 5000.000 16000,000 1.800 
5500.000 0,000 2,500 5500.000 16000 . 0CO 2,500 
6000.000 0.000 2,300 61JOO.OOO 16000,000 2,300 
t,500,000 0 . 000 2,000 6500,000 16000.000 2.000 
7000.000 0.000 .500 7000.000 16000.000 ,500 
7500.000 0.000 1.800 7500 . 000 16000,000 1.800 
8000,000 0.000 . :;oo 8000,000 16000.000 ,300 
8500.000 0.000 . 200 8500.000 16000 , 000 .200 
9000.000 0.000 0.000 9000 .000 16000 ,000 0.000 
9500,000 0.000 0.01)0 9500,000 16000.000 0.000 
10000.000 0.000 0 .000 10000.000 160{)0 .000 0.000 
10500,000 c, .ooo 0.000 10500,000 16000.000 0. 000 
11000.000 0.000 0.000 11000.000 16000,000 0,000 
11500.000 0. 000 0.000 11500.000 16000 .000 0. 000 
THE AVERAGE RAINFALL OVER EACH OF 'I'riE PHYSICAL SYSTEM CATCHMENTS IS LISTED BELOW 




4 . 937 
5 1. 935 
6 1. 875 
TP.E UNADJUSTED RAIN GAUGE REA.DINGS ARE -
RAIN GAUGE NO, RAT'.ffALL ( IN) 
1 l. 800 
2 . 300 
3 1. 100 
THr. RAT!/ GAl'G£ Rl'.AD'~r.s ~:onr F!F.n !lY r.NRORS ,WS LIS"rl) BCLO\I 










the :~unofi pcr~ion of t:1c n;q.\ r., -! l. The bnsic data for the subcatcl1ments 
i s shown in Figure 5,4 . The gage number refers to the hyetographs for each 
subcatchment. These hyetographs are shown in Figure 5,5 (a-f) and were 
determined by pro gram RAIN. The t rue runoff to th e physical s ystem , 
calculated at two minute intervals, is shown in Figure 5.6 (a-c). This 
output data was stored on a magnetic tape for input to the transport 
section of t he FHQA model . 
b. Runoff Data for the Control Algorithm 
Five different runoff inputs were used for the three reservoir 
control program. For each case the same subcatchmen t data was used as 
was used in the physical system thus making the runoff model in the control 
algorithm a "perfect" model. The only difference in the five cases was 
the rainfall intensity input. 
Two rainfall regeneration models were used to couvert the data 
from an individual rain gauge to rainfall over the er.tire basin . The 
fi rst model assumed that the rainfall intensity recorded at a rain gauge 
was constant over the entire basin, i.e. each subcatchment has the same 
hyetograph, (note for each case only one rain gauge was considered to 
exist in the system.) This model was used for each rain gauge . The 
hyetographs and resulting runoff computed by the runoff model is shown 
in Figures 5. 7 - 5. 9. The runoff data was punched on cards for input to 
the control program. 
Th e se cond rainfall regeneration model assumed that the rainfall 
intensity recorde d at rain gauge B would occur over each of the subcatch-
m2nts al tirr.c t + T . where T. was defined fo r each subcatchmcnt and is th e 
1. l 
time for the storm to move frum over the rain gau"'e to l he center of 
sul,c.1lcl1..1~!nt i . '.J.'hc: t.ir.'~ dL!LJys .lc,SUI"C'd arc ]istvd in T,1h]e 5 .1. 
-_) 1.-
gurc:~ 
Physical System Subcatchment Data 
SD:-·- GUTTER wrnrn AREA PERCENT SLOPE RESISTANCE FACTOR SURFACE STORAGE (IN) rt~~-- ~ Q '> l-',A;"HOLE (FT) (AC) IMPERV . (FT/FT) IMPERV, PERV. IMPERV. PERV. 
1 31 300. 21. 40 . 0 ,070 ,013 ,250 .062 .184 
2 31 1800. 140. 40.0 ,070 .013 ,250 ,062 .184 
3 41 1200. 94. 80.0 , 070 ,013 ,250 ,062 .184 
4 42 1800 . 98. 80.0 .020 ,013 .250 ,062 ,184 
5 12 1600 . 73. 85.0 .020 ,013 .250 ,062 • 184 
6 13 1600. 73. 85 .0 ,020 ,013 ,250 .062 ,184 
H:FIL :'!':.\TIO:-: RATE (I ,"/llR) 
.t-:.\Xu-:u, t m.-u-ru:1 v::::c,w ,. '1 .. . ~ 
J . oo .52 . 00115 
3.00 .52 .0 0115 2 
3.00 . 52 .00115 ., 
3.00 . 52 . 00115 l 
J.00 . 52 .00115 "· 
3 , 00 , 52 . 00115 
- , fA!, ::,::·:B ER OF SL'BCATCHMENTS, 6 




~ ....... GUTTER wrnrn LENGTH SLOPE SIDE SLOPES M,\:~NING 0\l: Pl, 'Ji-.' n co:~NECTION (FT) (FT) (FT/Fr) L R N (!;;) 
31 10 4,8 260. .020 1.0 1.0 .025 Ci . 01 
41 42 4.0 320. , 070 1.0 1.0 . 025 6 . O'.) 
42 12 · 4.5 600 . .041 o.o o.o .012 - 0.0J 
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The idea behind this regeneration model was that it would allow the control 
program to make better use of the time variation of runoff from each of 
the subcatchments. Six hyetographs were prepared from this model and are 
shown in Figure 5.10 (a-e); the 0utput hydrographs {rom the runoff model 
are shown in Figure 5. 11 (a-c) . 
The final case was the generation of the "true" runoff for th e 
control program. This required the generation of the dry weather flow 
which is computed by the Transport section of the FWQA model. Data was 
set up as outline d be low and the dry weather f low tu be added to the 
runoff f or input to the control program was computed. Table 5.2 lists 
the dry weather flow input. 
Table 5. 2 
Dry \;fe ather Flow Added to True Runoff 
fo r I np ut to Control Program 
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Fi.r, ure 5 .12 ( a- c) shows t he re s ul l an t hy<lr ' g r a;J!is us e d as inp ut 
to the control progr am . 
C.3 The Phys i cal Sys t em Model (sewer system por t ion) 
For this portion of the RTACS model the Transport section of the FWQA 
mode l was used . The basic data for the conduits and manho les is listed 
in Figure 5.13. The larGe number of manholes was added in order to obtain 
printed output fr om each of the 3 weirs and 3 orifices . 
The basic data for each of the three backwater storage locations 
was determined on the basis of the dimensions of the conduit directly 
upstre am of the control point . Thi s data is shown in Table 5.3. It 
assumes that a hor izontal water surface exists in the conduit except 
at zero depth where a minimum area of 75 sq. ft . was assumed to avoid 
Table 5.3 
Backwater Stor age Uni t Data 
Control Control 
Point 1 Point 2 
Dep th ( ft) Area (sq ft ) Depth Area 
o.o 75.0 o.o 7.5 . 0 
1.0 3200.0 1.5 1000.0 
2.0 6400.0 3.0 2000 . 0 
3.0 9600 . 0 4.5 3000.0 
4.0 ;t.2800.0 6.0 4000.0 
5.0 16000 . 0 7, 5 5000.0 
6.0 19200.0 9,0 6000.0 
7. 0 22400.0 10.5 7000. 0 
8.0 25600.0 12.0 8000.0 
9.0 28800 . 0 13.5 9000,0 
10.0 32000.0 15 . 0 10000.0 
Control 
Point 3 
Depth ( f t ) 
o. o 






6 . 0 
7.0 
8.0 













prob l ems in t he control program . An integr ation time p erio d of two 
n i nutc>s wa.s chosen for the program. The only chnn ge made between di ffercnL 
r u1~s of t he Tr.1nspur l 8L'C t ion ·,.,;is j n the orj £ice opcai.n6s anJ , ei r l:ci.ghls . 
-GJ-
Figure 5.12 
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F1.gure 5.1.3 
Basic Conduit a:1 d Manhole Data for Transport Section of FWQA Mode1 
.,N,' fl UVF:R f.jS,\ GtNERATE DATA FOR OPTIMAL CONTROL 
ELE. :ENT cm1PtrrA·,·10;{ S :.~u.~, CE zx,.: 1,\L TYPE DESC IP1ION UPSTREAM ELEHENTS INTE!UiAL 
ELf ~: '1r 1 2 3 ELEMENT EXTER.t~AL INTERNAL n; iER:;AL UPSTREAM 
~ICY ER NUMBER NUMBER NUMBE R h.E:'l·YT l\UHilERS 
10 22 BACK'"'ATER UNIT 0 -0 -0 1 10 1 18 18 18 
11, 2 RECTANGULAR 10 -0 -0 2 14 2 1 18 18 
, 1 
J..A. 19 STORAGE UNIT 14 10 -0 3 11 3 2 1 18 
13 1 CIRCULAR SHAPED 36 -0 -0 4 13 10 18 18 18 
12 22 BACKWATER UNIT 15 0 0 5 20 11 10 18 18 
16 2 RECTANGULAR 12 -0 -0 6 33 12 10 11 18 I 
:J'-
12 34 ,.J 17 19 STORAGE UNIT 16 -0 7 13 12 18 18 I 
18 16 MANl!OLE 17 0 0 8 35 14 12 18 18 
19 16 MANHOLE 17 0 0 9 36 15 3 18 18 
13 22 BACKWATER UNIT 0 0 0 10 15 4 15 18 18 
20 2 P.ECTANGUL ·\R 13 -0 -o 11 12 5 4 18 18 
33 19 STORAGE UNIT 13 20 -0 12 16 6 5 18 18 
34 16 MAN'IIOLE 33 -0 -0 13 17 7 6 5 18 
35 16 MANHOLE 33 -0 -0 14 18 8 7 18 18 
36 16 MANHOLE 11 -0 -0 15 19 9 7 18 18 
37 16 MANHOLE 11 -0 -0 16 37 16 3 18 18 
36 16 MA.~HOLE 18 34 -0 17 38 17 8 13 18 
F.t.aur• !5 • .1.3 (Conc.J.nu•d) 
Basi.c Condui.t and Manhole Data for T:ran port Secti.on of F\-/QA Model. 
S '\FO' 
. 
US.\ c: 'C'lt\rn DATA FOR OPTIMAL CONTROL . !l OF Hrl·!J:'iTS = 17 
~ :{ O!' T ~~  r:·r = 55 
n:tE I ,1E'.V,\L ~ 120.0 SECCJNDS. 
r.u • ·: T PAR:-,~n:TERS 
:-:rr. TY, . DC.,CRIPHO~ SLOPE DISTANCE K\NNING GEOM! GEOM2 GEOM3 NUlfiER AFULL Qfl'!.L Q~v\X SUl'J.T-1 . , ., 71 •· ·.,.:. 
. ' -,.. (FT/FT) (Fr) ROUGHNESS (Fr) (FT) (FT) OF (SQ. FT) ( c. :) ( CFS ) 1'1.0'.' \ . J,.: r 
, • . t
·•'-' . BARRELS '111, ·; 9.'.i( . 
l'J 22 3A'Xl-'ATER U:HT -0.00000 -0.00 -0.0000 0.000 -o.oco 11,000 1.0 0.000 O.rJOO 0 .000 
1, 2 REC"' t~!GUUul .01500 1000.00 .0130 15.000 10.000 -0.000 1.0 150.000 1,379 .864 4901,. 6(,2 ES 
11 19 ST'RAGE l~H:;: -0.00000 -o.oo -0.0000 0.000 ·-0.000 36.000 1.0 0.000 0.000 0 . 000 
1: CI 'CliLAR rnAf'EO .0100 1500.00 .0130 16.000 -0.000 -0.000 1.0 201.062 1836. 311 l933.2i '> . , ·" 
. ' 22 BA .,__ . /ATER u:;rr - 0 . 00000 -0.00 -0.0000 0.000 -0.000 17.000 1.0 0.000 0.000 0 . 000 J.<. 
l ', 2 P.ECTA.'GULAR .00500 2000.00 .0130 10.000 8.000 -0.000 2.0 80.000 1101, . 103 1258.9)7 ·o 
17 1 'J ST, lJ\r.E u:HT -0.00000 -o.oo -0.0000 0.000 -0.000 19,000 1.0 0.000 0.000 0 . 000 
l l& MA"!iOLE -0.00000 -o.oo -0.0000 0.000 -0.000 -0.000 1.0 0.000 o.uoo 0.000 
n l" :, . l!OLE -0.00000 -o.oo -0.0000 0.000 -0.000 - 0.000 1.0 0 .000 0.000 o.ouo 
13 2~ BArk'11.\TF.:l r:aT -0. 00000 -o.oo - 0.0000 0.000 -0.000 33.000 1.0 0.000 0.000 0 . 000 
20 2 RELTA:;GULAR .00500 2000.00 .0130 10.000 5.000 -0.000 1.0 50.000 569 J,36 621.400 t;o 
:1 l sn RAG;: t,-:,IT - 0.00000 -0.00 -0.0000 0.000 -0.GG0 311 .ooo 1.0 0.000 0.000 0 . 0')0 
J', l(i :1/,'HOLE -0.00000 -0.00 -0.0000 0.000 -0.0C'O -0.000 1.0 0.000 0.000 0 . 000 
3:; 16 !11\'.'HOLE -0.00000 -o.oo - 0.0000 0.000 -0.000 -0.000 1.0 0.000 0.000 0.000 
3 15 ?:i~ HOLE - 0.00000 -·0.00 -0.0000 0.000 -0.000 -0.000 1.0 0.000 0.000 0.000 
., . 
JI lF- Mi '"i!C•LE -0.00000 -o.oo -0.0000 0.000 -0.00!) -0.000 1.0 0.000 0.000 0.000 
31 t:, HA:,HOLE -0.00000 -o.oo -0.0000 0.000 -0.000 -0.000 1.0 0.000 0.000 0.000 
the Transport s ec t ion . As a basis of future comp arison one run was made 
using the true runoff and setting all the orifices at their maximum 
opening and all t he weirs a t the maxiaum level used in the control 
progra~ (13.5 f t . , 8 .75 ft . and 8.5 ft. for cont r ol r o i nts 1, 2 and 3 
r es!1e ctive ly.) The dive rte d ove rflo ;s a re sh own in Tab] e 5 . 4 . Note 






Physical Sys t em Overflows 
All Controls Set at J!a.ximum Limits 




C.4 The Control Program 




The control program used in this example i s designed to minimize the 
overflows from the three reservoir sys t em shoun in Figure 5.14. The 
capacity of the reservoirs is the same as that at each of the back-water 
storage location in th e Transport section of the physical s ys t em model. 
The flow and depth constraints are shown in Figure 5.14 , The maximum 
allowable depths were r e duced from the maximum conduit height to allow 
a factor of saf ety on the control . The input da ta to this program consisted 
of initial depths, reservoir depth-area curves, constrai nt limits and 
the i np ut hytlrogra;:,hs dL1 ternine<l in 5.C.2(b). 
As no t e d earlier the cont r ol program i s sU 11 not deve l op ed to th e 





THE CO,/' OL PROGRAM A,'\JALOGUE OF TlE PHYSIC 1. S',STl.a 
C AHROL PT. 2 
, Max. W.S.E. = 13.50 
---~---,-v·-'---------Max. Weir Height= 13.5 0 -
 . ,  
,, / 
f,.Jx. Storage Capacity~-, _ 





. AG Max.= 0.81 
co· 'TROL PT. I 
Max. Flow =200cfs . '1"< . . '.'. 3.E. = 8, -;-~, 
D ~' ·,. t. \ 'c i• H,~ight = --~~----"'----.
7
- I U , , ..,. I I , 
CONTROL PT. 3 
,,---,~~ 
',/,\,~/ 
Mox. W.S.E. = 8.5 








, iax. = 3.G 
~ ,y FT"-. C0·AG Max.= 0.41 
r,1ax. Storage /,-.,., ;.-_½ ~fl:-'""~--w----·---_,..--•------
Capacity = 36,000 cu. ft r.;ax. rlow = 110 cfs 
In this example all the tests wer8 run " after the fact," that is: 
"If all the information from a particular r ain gauge were known at the 
moment the rainfall was first sensed , what would the control procedure 
be? Wha t ~ould the result be in the physical system be if this control 
\,Ter" used?" ObviouslJ thi s is not the procedure that would be used in 
an RTAC system, but it does provide sone useful info rmation in that it 
provides partial answers to the following questions . 
i. Is the physical system storage capacity adequate to meet 
the objectives? 
ii. Is one rain gauge location better than another? 
iii. Is one rainfall regeneration model likely to be better 
than another? 
i v. What will the time between control updEttes need to be w11en 
operating in a more realis tic mode? (This serves as a 
reasonable starting point when examining the optimal 
time for updating .) 
D. l Eb.Y.sical System Outnut Based on Control Computc-t! Using the True 
Runoff 
This test serves as a standard of comparison for all other tests . 
For a truly optimal control program this would be an absolute standa.:-d 
as it would be impossible to derive a better result for the specified 
objective function. For this example it shoLld still be the best result 
though not necessarily optimal. 
The procedure followed was to use as input to the conlrol program 
the true runoff (includin g dry weather flow.) The resulting specified 
control for ··he physical sysLL'm is shU\m in FigurC' 5. J'.i (il-c) . Tlii r; 
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mo cl along i-.- ith the true runoff p;:ev.i.ously s t ored on tape . The co:::puted 
r es ults for the physical sys tem are shown in Table 5.5 along with t hose 
computed by the contro l algorithm. The control successfully reduced 
t he diversion at control point 1 to zero , but it unde restimated the 
ov ·,rflOi·,.~. Of the 3800 cu. ft . difference in overflo·,,· betwee n expec ted 
and realized at contro l point 2700 cu. ft . could have been stored i n t he 
.1 ft . of storage not used at control point 2. The remaining difference 
can be attributed to the f act that when the l evels in the backwater 
storage reservo i r are low nearly all the flow travels the full length of 
Table 5.5 
Comparis on of Expected Results Computed by Contro l Program 
Using True Runoff and Actual Result in the Physical System Model 
Maxi 111um Depth (ft.) Overflow Vo lume ( cu. ft.) 
Control Control Physica l Contro l Physical 
Point Program System Program System 
1 8 . 75 8.65 0 0 
2 13.50 13.94 llf,44?. 18,200 
3 8.50 8.73 5,839 6,.500 
the conduit before reaching backwater storage and is thus delayed in 
r aching the backwater storage. (Re call the discussion of the FWQA back-
Fate;~ storage routine .) At near full backwater storage levels the 
majority of the flow goes directly to the reservoir. This comb ination 
co ula result in higher i nflows to the reservoir than would be the case 
if all the fl o~ went directly to the reservoir. Considering the differences 
between the control p!:ograrn and the physical system model , the agreement 
is surprisin~ly goo d. The effect of the de] ay is shown in Figure 5 .16. 












































L.igurc 5 .16 
WATER SURFACE ELEVATION AT CONTROL POINT l 
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less flo· . .' and t :1erc.'!for0 r ises !'.( re slmdy . L,. ter fl ow is d0la:·ed an<l 
storeJ. in the ups tre am conduits and t hus the bo.ckwater reservoir drops 
more quickly than for the control program. 
D.2 Physical Sys tem Output Base d on Control Comouted Using the 
Runoff D2ternined fro!'1 Readin gs at Rain Gaun.e A 
The input dat a to the control pro gram consisted of the runoff computed 
as outlined in section 5.C. 2 (b ) us ing a rainfall r egeneration nodel that 
assume d equal rainfall intensity over the entire drainage basin (for 
simplicity this is called Rain Gauge A runoff). In this case the rainfall 
was not sensed until time t = 14 minutes and thus the control could no t 
be computed until that time. Up tot= 14 minutes the weirs and orifice 
openings were assumed to be set at their maximum values. The input 
hydrographs to the control program are shown in Figure 5, 7a. Note that 
these hydro graphs have no dry weather flow included, but do have slightly 
higher pe aks resulting from all the sub .::atchments supposedly being rained 
on at once . (Be cause the rainfall is not integrated over t he subcatchmen t 
it also tends to be slightly hi ghe r than the true rainfal l for the first 
half of the storm.) Table 5.6 shows a compari son be tween the results 
computed by the con trol program and the results obtained by usini the 
computed control in the physical system model. 
Table 5. 6 
Comparison of Expected Res ults Computed by the Centro~ Program Using 
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The r e-:t:lts for control point 2 are inte r .sti:,g ::is in gen12ral they ..1 r e 
better t han t he r esul ts f rom computed con r o l based on true runof f . 
This brings home th e problem of having a non-optimal control program 
for conp arison purposes, i.e. bad data input to a non-optimal control 
pro gr am nay lea d t o be tter results than " perfect dat a " input to a non--
optimal control program. Conversely, in desi gning a real-life system, 
knowledge of th e effect s of in fo r mation e r r ors may allow simplifications to 
the ove rall control algorithm, i.e. considering this example 
(or the next one to be discussed) it would appear that no time delay 
would need to be included in the control program if the rainfall data 
and resulting computed runoff would compensate. In all of these examples 
there may be another problem evident ; the FWQA model computes its outflows 
on the basis of interpolating between poin t s on a curve. Changing the 
control would cause changes in backwater storage depth and thus vary 
the accuracy of interpolated results. In addition each time the weir 
control i s changed there is a change in the depth-storage relations hip 
and the routing equa tions since the FWQA model always has three po i nts 
below the top of the weir and seven above it and one at the weir height. 
Ea rlier t es ts indi cated tha t the e ffect would be s mall. ; howeve r, th ese 
tests were done with much larger flows compar e d to the pre s ent example. 
This fac t or wi ll nee d mo re investigation. 
D.3 Physical System Output Based on Cont r o l Us ing the Runoff 
Determined from Re ad ings a t Rain Gauge B 
This exampl e used t he same r ain fal l regenerat ion mode l used in D.2 
above . In th is case the rain gauge f i rst senses Ll1c storm at t = O. Because 
Rain Gauge A a nd Rain Gauge B both sense iden t i cal rainfall hye t ogrnphs , but 
at di fcrcn t .:hies , the comput e d r unoff input to the con tr()l progran1 is 
-72-
level s in t he physical system are a l mos t co~stant during Lhe first 
t wenty minutes ( thus initial conditions are almos t identical) the 
compu ted control is identical to that for the previous example; however, 
it begins at time t = O. The computed control input to the physical 
system mode l is shown in Fi gure S.17( a-c) . Th.:2 comparison be t ween 
expected and r ealized results is shown in Table 5 .7. 
Table 5 .7 
Comparison of Expected Results Computed by the Con trol Program 
Using Rain Gauge B Runoff and the Actual Result in the Physical 
System Model 
Maximum Depth (ft.) Overflow Volumes (cu. ft.) 
Control Control Physical Con trol Physical 
Point Program System Program System 
J. 8.68 8.81 0 527 
2 13.50 13. 85 933 3670 
3 8. 50 8.87 63 34 5830 
Although there is overflow at control point 1, this is still the best 
overall result and points out futther the need for an optimal control 
algorithm. Even for this simple system a designer would have a very 
difficult time determining the salient points for a control progr am . 
Bo th this example and the previous one had higher maximum flows than the 
true runof f as input to the control program. In the pr~vious case the 
control was not initiated until 14 minutes after the storm had been in 
the drainage basin indicat ing that timi n g is very important . Would the 
same r esul cs apply for another storm? 
-73-
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This exa:',ri le used t l c sane rainfall r.:! generation model usc<l in D. 2 
and D.3 above . Because of its lccation thi s rain gauge senses a s l ightly 
different r ainfall pat t ern than either r ain gauges A or B (all three 
r ain gauges were interro~.:1ted at t he s ar.v~ ti:-:i.e - had r .:i in gauge C been 
interrogated at a different tine it would have reco:::ded t r1e same rai nfall 
in tensity patt~rn as gauges A and B). In addition this r ain gauge does 
not detect any rainfall until t = 16 minutes so control cannot begin before 
then . The hye tograph and resultant runoff input to t he control program 
are shown in Figure 5-9(a-d). The comparis on betwee n expected and 
realized results is sho,-m in Tab.le 5. 8. In ~eneral these results are 
not as good as those for rain gauge A and definitely not as good as those 
for rain gauge B again indicating that for the present control program 
timing is very important . 
Table 5 . 8 
Comparison of Expected Results Computed by the Control 
Program Using Rain Gauge C Runoff and the Actual Resull i~ the Phys ical 
System Hode l 
Maximum Depth (ft.) Overflow Vo lume ( cu. ft.) 
Control Control Physical Control Physical 




8.75 8.76 0 198 
13.50 14.03 0 8210 
8.)0 9.07 7862 10,100 
D.5 Physical SvsL<..!m Oul~L Based on_Contro l Usin~ Ruiturf C m·,uLcd 
from Ite;idings .:it R~ .in G.:iun;c> D Tr,,uslat _J in Tirnl.!_ 
This ex,1rnnle usc•d tltc' rainfall regen rdtion model LhaL transJated 
- ]'j-
t h,'."! ,' : sto.ncc of the subcc1!: h;--:~':,L. . 'J':,i~; sL ,u.ld :1:' i'rox i 1;,ate P:orc closely 
th~ "true" runof f ; however, becau.se it does not: in clude chc dry weather 
flow it under-estimates the runoff (compare Figure 5,6 and 5.11). The 
net r esult is th a t the control pro gra::i expects no overflow at control 
points 1 :md 2 and t he r efore l e2x es all co-. t ro l <1 t their maximum limits . 
The phys ical system results for this con trol are noted earlier in Table 5.4. 
E . WH.'.T CO'.'JCLVSIO::S COl'LD . D1~s1G''~~ D .\'! nw:-r 'T"llT S f,X1 :iPLE 
Assuming t hat the designer were to use the same control program 
the n it would app ear that he would get reasonab l e r esults using data 
from r ain gauge Band the simplest rainfal l r eg ene ration model for storms 
similar to the one tested. However, in an RTAC system he is not operating 
after ti1e fact and therefo re must consider the effect of the delay in the 
storm moving over the rain gauge before he can determine his control 
strategy . For the storm used in this example there would have been a 
delay of nearly 20 minutes before enough inform..1tion would be available:. 
Thus, if he were taking data at rain gauge B !ri.s ,-esultant control computed 
at time t = 20 would most likely be worse thar examples D.2 and D. 3 above 
which essenti ally said they had all the rainfall information at time 
t = 14 and t = 16 respectively . Computing new control st rate gies at ten 
minute intervals after t = O would probably not i mp rove th e r esult as at 
the first time i nterval not enough rainfall information would be available 
to indicate tha t overflow is going to take p]ace . He has t wo alte rnatives 
availab l e to i mp rove his final result: 1) keep rain gauge B in its present 
location and i mp rove his r a infall r eg_ne r a tion mode l to es tima te futuce 
r .::i i n all, i. e . L>ased on informntion tp to t = T \-.hal vl11 be till' f u ttffc 
r<1i11 fc1ll int·ensity a t t > T; 2) r ain rrau ,0 R cnn b e r e lo cated e ns rward 
so t; ·.t rai:11 <1 11 intensity in f o rmation i s avniL1b ]c before Lhe st.o r t r 'ac:hL'i, 
the t'. l" ,1 i n a r, c L> as i n . 
- 7C, -
Whichever alternative we re selected it h'(ruld appea r tha t an interval 
o f 15-20 minutes wo uld be r eason ab l e between contro l updates . Therefore , 
in th~ second s tage of development, which would be operation of the RTACS 
mode l in its feed-back , feed-forward mode t he de signer might relocate 
r ain gauge B e£1s tward, use a rainfall r egene ration model t·rnt says tha t 
r ainfall intensity recorded at the r ain zau ge i s felt over the entire 
drainage b asin T minutes later , and update his control every 15 minut e s . 
-77-
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From the foregoing it would appear that there is good reason to 
continue development of optimal control strategy for an RTACS model to 
serve as a basis of comp arison for the effe cts of non optimality and 
to se r ve as an a i d in developing simplified control strateg ies for more 
cor::plex syst er.1s . 
Even without optimal control it appears tha t useful infornation can 
be derived from an RTACS model for use in optimizing an RTAC system . 
Considering the potential cost of such a system and the cost of computer-
time in simulation , it would appear that simulation could be very easily 
justified. 
Future work should concentrate on the development of op timal control 
strategy , particularly the development of the theory necessary to include 
time delay in the flow rou ting and in the development of numerical techniques 
to solve the resulting equations. 
In addition, the effect of the possible errors introduced by the 
changing depth storage relations and the linear interpolations in the FWQA 
Transport Hodel should be investigated. 
Although considerable work has been done on rainstorm regeneration 
some research should be carried out to determine those methods most 
feasibl~ for use in an RTAC system. 
-78 · 
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APPENDIX A. l 
Changes required to introduce variable control into the FWQA Storm 
Water Management Pro gram. 
1. These changes consist of three basic parts . 
a. those changes necessary to introduce variable control 
for the two backwater storage locations originally 
existing with the FWQA storm water management program. 
b. those changes necessary to reduce the computer storage 
requirements for the backwater storage routines of the 
FWQA Storm Water Management Program. 
c. those changes that would reduce computer storage 
requirements that were not related to the changes 
backwater storage routines. 
The actual changes made are listed in Figure Al. 1. All the changes of 
parts a and b above were made to the Transport group of subroutines. 
Th0se of part c consisted of: a. reduction in the length of the input-
output buffers of the Executive program (this reduction is a function of 
the individual computer system); b. elimination of the curve plotting 
,.-
subroutines of the executive program; (These two changes although minor 
result in a reduction in computer storage of about 80008 words); 
c. substitution of an unlabled common block for a labled common block in 
subroutine PRINT of the Transport section of the pro gra"'Tl . 
in a comp uter storage reduction of 20,000 3 words . 
(This resulted 
Table A. 1 . 1 outlines the changes made to subroutines TRA.c\lS and 
subroutine TSTRDT to introduce variable control for two or more backwater 
storage locations. 
In order to reduce the required storage for the FWQA model backwater 
routines the following alteration was made to t he variables BODIN , SSIN, 
COLIN, VOLIN, and VOLOUT . 
Consider the variable BODIN . In the unalt ered program the dimensions 
were BODIN (2,150). This variable is part of the routine for plug flow 
through backwater storage and as such is used as shown in Figure A. l . 2(a) . 
At each time step (KTSTEP) a new variable is entered into the array. Once 
a plug has passed completely through backwater storage the values s t ored 
in Jocations 11 i 11 less than LPREV (KSTOR) are no longer required. Thus 
the only values that need be stored in the computer memory are those 
between LPREV(KSTOR) and KTSTEP . If it is assumed chat the number of plugs 
at any one backwater storage location does not exceed 50 the required 
values can be stored in the computer in the following mann er. 
At each KTSTEP time step the r equired new value is stored at a 
location given by 
INC= KTSTEP - (KTSTEP - 1) x 50 so 
For integer numbers the computer truncates the term in brackets so 
that if KTSTEP < 50 
51 < KTSTEP < 100 
101 < KTSTEP < 150 
( ) = 0 
( ) = 1 
( ) = 2 
Thus the comp uter storage locations are made to form a continuous loop 
see Fig. A.l. 2(b) and for a given backwater storage location the computer 
storage requirements necessary to simulate plug-flow of pollutants is 
re<luced by nearly two-thirds. 
Figure A.1.1 lists all the changes of this form t1rnt were made 
to the Transport section of the program. 
Table Al.l 
Chnngcs to Subroutines TRA\JS and TSTlIDT to Allow Variable Control at 
1\w Eacki-12ter Storage Locntions 
a. In subroutine TRA.1\JS 
Modification or Addition 
i. READ IN EXECUTION DATA 
READ (5, 900) DT, I:PSIL, DWDAYS, DTCHAN 
C DTCHAN = TIME BETWEEN CHANGES IN C¢NTR¢L 
ii. READ DATA F¢R ST0RAGE ELEMENTS 
D¢ 700 I= 1, NST0R 
700 KCHP..N(I) = 0 
KSTAR = 0 
TCHANGE = DTCHAN 
IF(NST0R.GT. 20) 
IF(NST¢R.GT.0) 
G0 T0 9000 
CALL TSTRDT 
iii. BEGIN MAIJ LOOPS OF PROGRAM 
OUTER LOOP ON TIME, INNER LOOP ON ELEMENTNO) 
IF(TIME - ,01.LT,TCHANGE) G¢ T¢ 3000 
TCHANGE = TCHANGE + DTCHAN 
CALL TSTRDT 
3000 KMINS = I<-MINS + INT (DT) / 60 
b. In subroutine TSTRDT 
DIMENSI0N ADEPTH(20,ll) AASURF(20,ll) 
CDEPTH (11), CASURF (11) 
D0 8888 KST¢R = 1, NST¢R 
IF(l~STAR.EQ.O) G¢ T¢ 7001 
II'(kCJlA;' (KST,'R). EQ . 1) Gvj Tr1 2901 
G{~ 'J 0 8888 
r J 1 c,,tar., t E 
,. 
Statement No . Comment 
Statement 106 - unaltered 
Statement 127 - altered 








182 - unaltered 
183+1 added 
183+2 adde~ see 
183+3 added definitior 
183+4 added Appendix 
184 - altered 
185 - unaltered 
320 unaltered 











altered - area 
depth relationshi 
stored for all 
rese rvoirs 
unaltered 
8883 = end of loo 
on storage elereen 
35+1 added- KSTAR. -/ 0 
implies time 
gn>a Ler tli:111 :?.,!r 
35+2 adclc•d-KClL\ = l 
impJ.i cs reserve:; 1 
with v.-iri able 
control. Time >0 
35 t-3 i!dJcd-i f; T>O .1:1el 
r,,i;e rvt,ir tL~l' ~ n0t li:1v, 
1-,c ir :1 11 d or.i1i1:e c·,i;·,tru 
1 \) cl1nng ... "s ~.,1:'--l tc, h'" r.L.ll 
·1~) 1,'.; ,,J-.k<l 
7001 
Stalc::1ents 35+1 and 35+2 lead to t,,,o different procedures. The 
first refers to the initial se t up of data fo r all re se r voirs of any 
t ype . The secon d r efers to reservoirs having variable control and 
occurs at t he time control is changed : for the most part this procedure 
is a su~set of the firs t procedure . 
Cons ider the first pro cedure, i.e. jump to s t atement 7001. 
Modification or Addition 
C¢NTINUE 
READ RESERVOIR PARAMETERS 
a. FOR IRREGULAR (NATURAL) RESERVOIR 
READ(S,12) (ADEPTH (KSTOR,II),MSURF(KSTOR,II) 
,II=l ,11) 
WRITE(S,J.2) (ADEPTH(KSTOR,II),AASURF(KSTOR, II) 
,II=l ,11) 
APLAN (KSTt R) = MSURF(KST¢R,ll) 
IF(Ai)EPTH (KS70R ,ll),LT.DEPMAX(KST0R) 
G¢ T¢ 903 
DO 7002 I= 1,11 
CDEPTH(l) = ADEPTII (KSTOR, I) 











area depth relations 
now permanently 
otorcd for all 
irregular reservoirs 
write statement 
changed to agree 
with statement 123 
dimensions of AASURF 
ch anged 
dimension of ADEPTH 
changed 
This addition is 
required f or call 
7002 CASURF(I) = AASURF(KSTOR,I ) 
239+1 
239+2 
239+3 to subroutine TINTRf 
which requires singl_ 
dimensioned arrays. 
CALL TI TRP (CD£PTH,CASURF , ll ,DEPTH, AREA , 
KFLAG) 
CALL TI NTRP ( CDEPT!I, CASURF , 11, DEPTH , APEA , 
KFU,G ) 
KCll, N (KST(~P) = l 
257 
390+] 
CDEPT!l and CASURF 
replace .1\DEPTH and 
AASURF which ~re 
multiply dimcnsjonc d 
same as statement 
2!,S 
KCl!A:; is U Sl d tu 
pr, \'l ·1 L rl:- rl' :l<' in~ 
daL al fuLu1·L' 
t...i111t1 steps. 
,----
c~dif icatio~ o r Add ition Statemen t No . 
IF(KSTAR.[Q .l) GO TO 8888 390+2 
KS TAR .. l 408+1 
CoP1mcn t 
KSTAR is us ed to 
prevent re-readin g 
data at future 
time steps 
added prevent s 
r e-reading of i ni ti 
data 
Consider the second procedure, i.e . jump to 2901 note that if 
KCJ{JU f. 1 (ir:ply ing reservoi r does not have wei r and orifice control) 
Lhen control transfers to the end of the do-loop. The jump to statement 
2901 skips the reading and writing of reservoir parameters. 
C OUTLET BY GRAVITY WITH VARIABLE WEIR 
AND ORIFICE 
2901 READ(S,529) WEIRHT, WEIRL , CDAOUT , 
ORIFHT 




added commen t 
statement 
This statement 
rea ds in changes 
in control at time 
N x DTCHAN + dt 
Shifts control 
around read and 
write statement s 
Statemen t 3000 is the b eg inning of computat ions for flood r outing parameters . 
For the r emainder of the subrout ine the changes noted above apply. (i.e ., 
statement numbers great er t han 234. 
